Tail’s and Scale’s Rescue UK.

Dog Owner Relinquish Form.

As a rescue we understand rehoming a pet can be an extremely stressful and worrying time, we pride ourselves on giving the best possible care to our animals, we offer lifetime rescue back up to every animal that comes through our doors, meaning they have the safety net of our rescue for their entire life.

All of our homes are homechecked and vet checked before prior to fostering or adopting from us, we also have foster and adoption contracts in place to ensure the safety of the animal.

If you have any questions about our policies please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Please complete the form with as much detail as you can in **black ink** and **block capitals**.

Thank you.

**Dog's Details:**

Name:

Age/D.O.B:

Sex:

Breed:

Vet’s details (you will need to contact your vets and give them permission to share your dogs details):

Microchip number:

Vaccination status:

Has this dog been Neutered:
Does this dog currently or have they ever lived with children? Please provide details:

Does this dog currently or have they ever lived with another dog/dog's? Please provide details:

Does this dog currently or have they ever lived with a cat/s? Please provide details:

How does the dog walk on lead? (Please provide details of any issues if any):

Has this dog ever shown any aggression? (Please provide full details surrounding the incident/s):

Does this dog suffer from any separation anxiety?

How is the dog when left alone? (Please state if any separation anxiety):

Is this dog crate trained?

In your own words please describe your dog (how the dog greets visitors, any likes/dislikes, walking routine, diet, any behavioural issues we should be aware of etc.):
I, ___________________________ being the legal owner of __________________ hereby relinquish the described dog to Tail's and Scale's Rescue UK.

I agree that the information I have given is correct and true, I further agree that this relinquish is FINAL and I understand that I can NOT reclaim this dog.

I understand and agree that Tail's and Scale's Rescue UK will take the necessary measures to rehome the described dog safely and appropriately to their needs.

I agree that I have NO legal claim over the above described dog once relinquished to Tail's and Scale's Rescue UK.

I further agree that the above described dog has not been involved in any incident where the dog has been seized by the police, nor is this dog a prohibited breed.

Tail’s and Scale’s Rescue UK confirm we will assess the above described dog for a minimum period of 3 weeks before they go to a foster or adoptive home, this is to ensure the dog is placed correctly as well as keeping the dog and the public safe.

We confirm the above described dog will receive any and all get work needed to ensure they are healthy for rehoming, we vaccinate, microchip, neuter, flea, worm and vet check all of our dogs before they are rehomed.

Whilst we try not to use kennels for our dogs, in emergency situations it may be unavoidable, please bare this in mind when relinquishing your dog to Tail's and Scale's Rescue UK.

We are a not for profit organisation that rely only on public donations, whilst we offer a free service to owners wanting to relinquish their animals we welcome a donation towards their care.

This donation is NOT mandatory, however we are extremely grateful of any help.

If you would like to make a donation please inform us below.

Donation amount:

How will this be donated? (if you wish to donate cash upon collection/drop off please ensure you enclose it in a sealed envelope stating Tail’s and Scale’s Rescue UK).

Signed (owner):

Date:

Signed (Tail's and Scale's Rescue UK):

Date: